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Conservation of Energy 
 

For this activity, you will need the App Coaster Physics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Background 

A roller coaster ride illustrates several physics concepts: 
kinematics, work, energy and circular motion.  The work 
done by mechanical forces is capable of changing the total 
amount of mechanical energy from an initial value to some 
final value.  The amount of work done by the external forces 
upon the object is equal to the amount of change in the total 
mechanical energy of the object.  The relationship is often 
stated in the form of the following mechanical equation. 

KE initial + PE initial + W external = KE final + PE final 

The general law of conservation of energy states: 

KE initial + PE initial = KE final + PE final 

(Source: http://www.physicsclassroom.com/media/energy/ce.cfm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Directions 

1. Open the Coaster Physics App.  Click on Tracks --> Demo 
Track #1 --> Ride Track. 

2. Let the car run through the track once.  The white arrow 
will show the position of the car.   

3. Click on the Energy button.  This will show how the 
potential and kinetic energy changes as the ride 
continues.   

4. Click the Speed and Acceleration button.  This will indicate 
how the coaster car’s speed and acceleration change as 
the ride continues. 

5. Click on the G-force button.  This will indicate how the g-
force changes as the ride continues. 

 

Investigation Question #1 

In this investigation, you will investigate how the the five key 
variables (potential energy, kinetic energy, speed, 
acceleration and g-force) change as the coaster car moves 
from the surface to a greater height. 

1. Select one region of the ride where the coaster increases 
in height. 

2. Screen capture your selection and use Skitch to indicate 



your initial point and final point. 

3. Determine how the potential and kinetic energy change 
from your initial point to your final point. 

4. Determine how the speed, acceleration and g-force 
change from your initial point to your final point. 

5. Is energy conserved between these two points?  How do 
you know? 

 

Investigation Question #2 

In this investigation, you will investigate how the the five key 
variables (potential energy, kinetic energy, speed, 
acceleration and g-force) change as the coaster car moves 
from some height to surface.. 

1. Select one region of the ride where the coaster decreases 
in height. 

2. Screen capture your selection and use Skitch to indicate 
your initial point and final point. 

3. Determine how the potential and kinetic energy change 
from your initial point to your final point. 

4. Determine how the speed, acceleration and g-force 
change from your initial point to your final point. 



5. Is energy conserved between these two points?  How do 
you know? 

Investigation Question #3 

In this investigation, you will investigate how the the five key 
variables (potential energy, kinetic energy, speed, 
acceleration and g-force) change as the coaster car enters a 
loop. 

1. Select one region of the ride where the coaster enters a 
loop and then reaches its maximum height in the loop. 

2. Screen capture your selection and use Skitch to indicate 
your initial point and final point. 

3. Determine how the potential and kinetic energy change 
from your initial point to your final point. 

4. Determine how the speed, acceleration and g-force 
change from your initial point to your final point. 

5. Is energy conserved between these two points?  How do 
you know? 

Investigation Question #4 

In this investigation, you will investigate how the the five key 
variables (potential energy, kinetic energy, speed, 
acceleration and g-force) change as the coaster car leaves a 
loop. 



1. Select one region of the ride where the coaster starts at a 
maximum height in a loop and then exits the loop. 

2. Screen capture your selection and use Skitch to indicate 
your initial point and final point. 

3. Determine how the potential and kinetic energy change 
from your initial point to your final point. 

4. Determine how the speed, acceleration and g-force 
change from your initial point to your final point. 

5. Is energy conserved between these two points?  How do 
you know? 

Investigation Question #5 

In this investigation, you will investigate how the the five key 
variables (potential energy, kinetic energy, speed, 
acceleration and g-force) change as the coaster car moves 
from the surface to a greater height.  This time, though, 
decrease the gravitational acceleration to 4.9 m/sec2. 

1. Select one region of the ride where the coaster increases 
in height. 

2. Screen capture your selection and use Skitch to indicate 
your initial point and final point. 

3. Determine how the potential and kinetic energy change 
from your initial point to your final point. 



4. Determine how the speed, acceleration and g-force 
change from your initial point to your final point. 

5. Is energy conserved between these two points?  How do 
you know? 

6. How are your answers different for this situation as 
compared to when the gravitational acceleration is -9.8 
m/sec2? 

Extending Your Knowledge 

1.Sketch a free body diagram of the roller coaster car at the 
top of the loop and the bottom of the loop. 

2.How might you calculate the theoretical radius of the loop? 

3.How might you determine if friction is acting on the car? 
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